BRA HMA1SM IN- MADRAS.	1 7 1
In Southern India, there were in 1891, twenty one
BrAhmaism in Brahma and Pr£rthan* Samdjes. The
Southern India. ojdesj. of these is the Southern India
Brahma Samij. During Keshab Chandra Sen's visit
to Madras in 1864, a monotheistic society under the
name of the Veda Samdj was established. Its attitude
was one of compromise towards
-«„,««    ,.
The Veda Sam£j.    ......	M1        -     ,
Hinduism, as will appear from the third
of its covenants given below :
 1.	I shall worship, through . love of Him and the performance o*
the work  He loveth, the Supreme Being, the Creator, the Preserver,
the Destroyer, 'the Giver of Salvation, the Omniscient, the Omnipotent,
the Blissful, the Good,, the Formless, the One only without a second ;
and none of the created Objects, subject to the following conditions.
 2.	J shall labour to compose and gradually  bring into pra&ice a
Ritual agreeable to the spirit of pure Theism, and free from the super-
stitions and -absurdities which at present chara&erise Hindu ceremonies.
3.	.In the mean time I shall  observe the ceremonies now in use,.
but only in cases where ceremonies are indispensable, as in marriages and
funerals ; or where their omission will do more violence to the feelings
of the Hindu community than  is consistant with the  proper interest*
of the Veda Somaj, as in  Sr&ddkas.   And  I shall go through such
ceremonies, where they are not conformable to pure Theism, $* mere
matters of routine, destitute of all-religious significence— as the lifeless
remains of a superstition which has passed away.
4. This sacrifice, and this only, shall I make to existing prejudices.
But I shall never endeavour to deceive any one as to my religious
opinions and never stoop to equivocation or hypocrisy, ' in order to
avoid unpopularity.
5. I shall discard all sectarian views and animosities, and never
offer any encouragement to them
"6, I shatt-a* A.-firatatcp gradually _ghre up^all -distinctions, and amal-
gamate the different branches of, the same caste.
7.   Rijridlvasl shall adhere to all these rules, I shall be perfectly

